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The Japan Foreign Trade Council (JFTC) has 42 regular member companies (or SHOSHA) in Japan as of 

March 2014 but are those companies ready for tomorrow’s changing business environment and landscape? 

 

First of all, what is SHOSHA? I have been living in Japan for 7 years and only came to know this word when I 

happened to stumble upon JFTC website last year. I have never heard my colleagues use this word to refer to 

any Japanese companies we have worked with. Being curious, I read the SHOSHA handbook prepared by 

JFTC and was surprised to read familiar company names. One SOGO SHOSHA was in fact my customer 

when I was still working back in the Philippines. Another SOGO SHOSHA was my customer way back in 

2011 here in Japan. I even had the chance to analyze their IT helpdesk operations in order for our company to 

provide a helpdesk service solution proposal. I was even assigned to work onsite in their Tokyo HQ office for 

almost a month and enjoyed their high quality subsidized food in the basement of their building. 

 

Looking at the history of the SHOSHA, the “SHOSHA of Yesterday” began from its humble roots as a middle 

man between buyers and sellers of products. Decades forward, the “SHOSHA of Today” has evolved to being 

involved in various trade lifecycles (financing, production, intelligence, supply chain, transportation, sales and 

marketing) and has extensive footprints and presence around the world. These enabled them to become a good 

source of economic intelligence thus giving them a unique advantage of being “enablers” in world business as 

well as politics and diplomacy. 

 

For decades the SHOSHA of Today developed and expanded their business through commodities trading. 

However in 2015, the prices of commodities fell due to a slowdown in global trade including an emerging 

market downturn. 

 

To add to the woes, as sales and revenues of Japanese companies increases and in the process have 

internationalized themselves and are now managing international trade on their own, the need to be represented 

by the SHOSHA of Today are no longer needed. The SHOSHA of Today therefore cannot operate in the same 

manner and the same business model as what they have been doing for the past years under the current and 

future business environment. 

 

As the famous saying goes, the only thing that is constant is Change and the SHOSHA of Today needs to 

change again, re-think their strategy and business models and re-evolve into the “SHOSHA of Tomorrow”.  



 

 

If you try to look deeper and see one common thing that the SHOSHA of Yesterday and the SHOSHA of Today 

has in common, one can easily see that both generations of SHOSHA trade on products with the SHOSHA of 

Today slightly different by selling solutions based on products. However buying a product is a Capital 

Expenditure (CAPEX) on the part of the buyer which in today’s tough business environment is a luxury. 

 

To adapt to a changing business landscape and environment, the SHOSHA of Tomorrow needs to adapt a 

business and transaction model from the view point of the buyer. After all, without a buyer, the SHOSHA of 

Today will be out of business tomorrow. 

 

On the business model, the SHOSHA of Tomorrow should look into outsourcing themselves to the market by 

capitalizing on some of the major strengths they already have; Market Intelligence, Business Intelligence and 

Business Operation Process and know-hows. 

 

On the transaction model, with the SHOSHA of Today being traditionally cash-rich, the SHOSHA of 

Tomorrow should develop a model where the buyer will record the cost of buying as an Operational 

Expenditure (OPEX) rather than as CAPEX. 

 

Therefore the SHOSHA of Tomorrow should be a service business enabler and evolve into a service solution 

trading model which I will term as “SHOSHA-as-a-Service (SHaaS)”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SHOSHA-as-a-Service (SHaaS) 

The SHOSHA of Today may have diversified business lines and have a wide range of products. However, 

majority of their business are still based on product trading or product solution trading. It is now time to shift to 

“SHOSHA-as-a-Service (SHaaS)”. 

 

My concept of SHaaS model is that the SHOSHA of Tomorrow will use its inherent intellectual properties to 

provide business growth management and business operations services while using its financial strength to 

provide a subscription/usage based service fee. 

 

SHaaS will have 2 service domains: SHaaS-Intellectual Property (SHaaS-IP) which is a business model 

focusing on trading the SHOSHA’s own intellectual property in business management, processes and operations 

while the other is SHaaS-Operational Expenditure (SHaaS-OE) which is a transaction model focusing on 

the cost and transaction of doing business.  

 

 

 

SHaaS – Intellectual Property (SHaaS-IP) 

The SHOSHA of Tomorrow having an extensive business management and technical know-hows in various 

business lines can outsource this knowledge and remove “noisy functions” of the business operations from the 

customer to help them concentrate on their core business functions. The SHaaS-IP will have the following 

sub-services: 

 SHaaS – Growth Management (SHaaS-GM) 

The SHOSHA of Tomorrow will provide business guidance on how to expand and grow the business of 

their customers. The SHOSHA of Tomorrow should treat their customers as their partners as the success of 

their customers means repeat business for them. The strength of this offering comes from the SHOSHA of 

Tomorrow’s Market Intelligence (due to its extensive presence around the world in different market 

segments) and Business Intelligence (due to its decades of experience in conducting business in different 

market segments). The SHOSHA of Tomorrow has better in-sights on the market to decide if business 



 

climate is favorable for expansion and growth hence their customer will have an informed decision 

whether to proceed with the expansion or not. 

 SHaaS – Business Operations (SHaaS-BO) 

The SHOSHA of Tomorrow will take over the management of ancillary services in their customer’s 

business operations so that their customers can concentrate on their core business functions. The strength of 

this offering comes from the SHOSHA of Tomorrow’s best practices in operating a profitable business 

hence their customer will have standardized, visible and cost effective business operations which increases 

customer satisfaction. 

 SHaaS – Research & Development (SHaaS-RD) 

The SHOSHA of Tomorrow will work with their customer on researching and developing on how to 

improve their business processes, their business infrastructures and their business operations. This research 

and development will be very specific to their customer’s needs only.    

 

SHaaS – Operational Expenditure (SHaaS-OE) 

The SHOSHA of Tomorrow will sell what the product can give to the buyer and charge the buyer based on 

usage rate rather than what the SHOSHA of Today is doing; selling it as a box and charging it as an upfront cost. 

The SHaaS-OE will have the following sub-services: 

 SHaaS – Base & Utility Model (SHaaS-BU) 

This model will charge the customer a fixed Base Service Fee (to cover fixed and incidental costs whether 

there was usage or not) and a variable Utility Service Fee which will be dependent on the usage. 

 SHaaS – Utility Model (SHaaS-Ut) 

This model will charge the customer a variable Utility Service Fee which will be dependent on the usage. 

 

The Shift to SHaaS – What the SHOSHA of Today should do to become the SHOSHA of Tomorrow? 

Just as ICT companies have evolved from box pushing to solution turn-key to “everything-as-a-service”, the 

SHOSHA of Today should also evolve some of its business interest into a service trading oriented business. 

 

Shifting to SHaaS may not be feasible for all SHOSHAs and may not also be viable for all business lines but in 

general, the SHOSHA of Today can evolve itself (or some parts of its business) into SHaaS due to 3 major 

inherent factors: 

 Extensive market intelligence due to extensive footprints and presence around the world 

 Cash to finance and pursue new businesses due to majority of their subsidiaries (or shareholders) are banks 

 Risk management capabilities due to the several markets they trade in, years of experience in engaging in 

these markets and they can easily maintain sufficient foreign currencies to minimize exchange fluctuations. 

 

The very first thing needed is funding as is the case with every business change. SHaaS model is a 

subscription/usage based service fee model hence upfront cost will be required and shouldered by the SHOSHA 

and will then charge their customers based on either a Base + Utility Service Fee or a purely Utility Service Fee. 

This model entices the customer as it allows them to charge the expense as an OPEX rather than a CAPEX. 



 

 

Since most SHOSHA have banks as its subsidiary, they can easily generate funds either by tapping the credit 

market by issuing corporate debt notes or tapping through their cash reserves. 

 

The second is to create a “Center of Excellence (COE)” on a global, regional and local level for each business 

line to have a focused approach in providing business management processes specific to that business line and 

industry technical know-hows. The COE will serve as the service delivery arm and will be responsible for 

service implementation. 

 

One COE each in Asia & the Pacific, Americas, EMEA, Japan and China can be set-up or depending on the 

market of the SHOSHA, they can set it up where they would most need it. Depending on the business 

environment and location where the COE will operate, SHaaS-GM, SHaaS-BO and SHaaS-RD should all be 

available if possible. As SHaaS-OE is an accounting domain, each COE should have a BPO department who 

would be responsible for delivering this service domain. Investment in IT infrastructure and systems are needed 

to process the charging mechanism for the cost of services. 

 

The COE should also have a common “Global Knowledge Database (GKD)” where they can share their 

knowledge and experiences with each other. In some cases, a requirement in one region might have already 

been provided in another region hence they can replicate best practices and knowledge to successfully 

implement the requirement in that region. 

 

The third is the road to the market through “Proof-Of-Concepts (POC)”. As with any other new to market 

concepts and/or models, companies are reluctant to be the guinea pigs hence the SHOSHA should prove the 

model will work through a “laboratory environment” and be the guinea pigs themselves by implementing the 

concept within their business environment. 

 

In a laboratory environment, the infrastructure, systems and cost charging mechanisms should be set-up to allow 

a prospective customer to perform scenario cases to see how the subscription/usage based service fee will work. 

Work flows and processes should be available to explain how the service will be implemented. 

 

In a real live environment, the SHOSHA can create an internal Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) department 

where this department will charge the other department based on the transactions they handle. As an example, a 

staff from field service department will have an upcoming overseas trip and will need to request funds to cover 

the overseas trip. The BPO department which has an accounting function will process the request and will 

charge field service department a fixed amount for processing the transaction. 

 

Where can the SHOSHA of Tomorrow implement SHOSHA-as-a-Service? 

Each of the SHOSHA of Today has business lines where they are capable of transforming it into SHaaS. It is up 

to them to look at where they would likely succeed. For this essay, I will explain SHaaS in Renewable Energy 



 

and in Health Care. 

 

SHaaS in Renewable Energy 

Solar Technology is widely used in Japan and the SHOSHA can export and impart Japanese solar technology 

and know-hows through their local (in-county) investments. This is done by buying from manufacturers (either 

SHOSHA affiliates or independent companies) in Japan or elsewhere and the usage of the product (including 

installation and after-sales support training provided by the COE) is sold to local solar technology integrators for 

them to re-sell and install to business and residential consumers. 

 

From the surface, this seems like a traditional SHOSHA of Today trading model but the SHOSHA of Tomorrow 

would, instead of requiring the local integrator to pay upfront the cost of the product, simply charge them on a 

per consumption usage while retaining ownership of the product. The local integrator in turn will charge their 

consumer on a per consumption usage as well. At the end of the product’s lifecycle, the SHOSHA of Tomorrow 

will then re-sell it back to the manufacturer as scrap metals to be recycled for future use. This would be a 

win-win situation for all parties involved. Importantly, it creates local jobs to spur the local economy and help 

save the environment through the use of renewable and earth friendly energy. 

 

SHaaS in Health Care 

Hospitals are usually owned and/or managed by physicians whose primary role is to treat and cure patients. 

However, setting up a hospital is also a business which needs to be operated and importantly should be 

profitable. This is an area where the SHOSHA can impart its business management, operations and technical 

know-hows in running a profitable business. 

 

Running a hospital requires a lot of ancillary services from managing the facility and building , food catering for 

patients and visitors, medical device systems, medical care and information systems, human resources and 

hospital administration (admission, accounting, billing, health insurance processing etc.). 

 

The SHOSHA of Tomorrow through its COE can take over managing these ancillary services so hospital 

owners can focus their attention on improving medical care for their patients as well as planning the future road 

map of the hospital. 

 

The SHOSHA of Tomorrow can even provide additional value add by offering to evolve it from the traditional 

hospital operations to a “hospitality” concept based operations just like  a tertiary hospital and medical center 

in the Philippines. It is basically a hospital but being operated like a hotel. 

 

To complement health care operations for overseas customers, the SHOSHA of Tomorrow can export Japan’s 

medical technology as well as medical care best practices to the rest of the world. According to the Japan 

Medical and Health Center (JMHC), Japanese medical care is internationally acclaimed for its world-class 

technologies. 



 

 

The SHOSHA of Tomorrow will then use the SHaaS-OE model wherein hospital owners will pay the services 

on a Base Service Fee (for cost items which will be incurred with or without a patient) and a Utility (per usage or 

per patient) Service Fee (for cost items which will be incurred when a patient is admitted or serviced). 

 

Conclusion 

Looking at the history of the SHOSHA, Japan being a resource scarce but trade-oriented country has been 

involved in the importation of resources and exportation of finished goods since the Edo period by family-run 

conglomerates called Zaibatsu which during Japan’s modernization period has developed into the SHOSHA. 

 

Japan is a trade nation now and will always be in the future and the SHOSHA will always be part of Japan’s 

trade environment. The challenge is for the SHOSHA to reinvent itself to adapt to the changing business 

environment. 

 

The world is constantly changing and so is the business environment. The SHOSHA cannot blindly think it will 

survive in tomorrow’s business environment without evolving itself. What is working today may not work 

tomorrow. 

 

The SHOSHA of Yesterday uses a commodities trading business model which were more appropriate during 

the pre-globalization era while the SHOSHA of Today uses a solution trading business model which is still 

appropriate in today’s business environment but may no longer be competitive to the SHOSHA of Tomorrow’s 

business model due to the high capital outlay a customer would need to prepare to trade with.  

 

The SHOSHA of today may still survive in tomorrow’s business environment only if they trade on a niche or 

specialized market, otherwise, it would be difficult for them to expand or grow in tomorrow’s business 

environment.  

 

On the other hand, the SHOSHA of Tomorrow will use SHOSHA-as-a-Service (SHaaS) which is a service 

trading business model and is suited for tomorrow’s business environment where OPEX is preferred over 

CAPEX. At the same time, the SHOSHA of Tomorrow can use their tactical strengths – business know-hows, 

market intelligence and capital resources – to strategically plan their competitiveness and survival in the years to 

come. 

 

Will the SHOSHA of Today be ready for tomorrow’s changing business environment and landscape? Yes they 

will be if they are prepared to change and evolve themselves to be the SHOSHA of Tomorrow and trade using 

tomorrow’s business model; SHOSHA-as-a-Service.  
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